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Rusty Malinoski’s Pro Wakeboard 
Tour-edition MasterCraft X-Star is 
outfitted with a custom metal-flake 

gelcoat, a 
trailer with 
18-inch 
chrome 

rims and a specially plumbed ballast 
system that adds 3,000 pounds to 
the standard setup. But its most im-
portant feature might be the propeller. 
After all, without the perfect size and 
pitch of that OJ Props 14 x 14.5 four-
blade, Malinoski’s maxed-out double-
up machine might never get on plane.
 Even if you’re not weighting your 
boat quite like Malinoski — and trust 
us, you’re not — the benefits of find-
ing the right prop for your ride are 
numerous. In fact, the ability to han-
dle more ballast for meatier wakes 
is just the beginning. The right prop 
can also give you a smoother ride, 
quicker acceleration and improved 
fuel efficiency.
 You’ll pay more — wakeboarding-
specific props have more blade area 
and thus are more expensive than 
standard props — but that cost is 
offset by the improved performance 
and fuel economy you get from a 
specialized prop. “As far as cost is 
concerned, you’re crazy not to spend 
the extra money on the right prop,” 
Malinoski says. “It’s worth every 
penny.”
 The staff at OJ Props and Acme 
Marine can help you pick out the per-
fect prop, but you’ll need to provide 
them with info on your boat and your 
current propeller. So, your first step 
to improved performance is to gather 
all the info on our “Perfect Prop 
Checklist” at wakeboardingmag.
com/perfectprop. Then contact the 
sales staff at OJ Props and Acme 
Marine via their websites, ojprops.
com and acmemarine.com. 
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it’s worth
every penny.
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